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School Context and Highlights
Edwardstown Primary School is a dynamic and caring learning community with strong values (respect, care and compassion,
and doing your best) reflected in learning programs and operations throughout the school. There is a culture of parent and
community involvement and support. The school is a Category 6 school with 382 students. There are 15 classes, R-7,
including EALD (120 students).
We are highly respected for our educational programs that support students to reach their academic potential and students
achieve well against national and state standards. Our accreditation through International Education Services enables us to
provide education for international students, which included a Korean and 2 Italian students.
EPS offers a specialised curriculum in Performing Arts, French, Digital technologies and Physical Education, and these areas
build upon the wide variety of enrichment programs designed to engage and motivate our learners. These extra curricular
programs include concerts, camps, junior and senior choirs, instrumental music, dance, Greek and Hindi First Language
Maintenance, Aboriginal culture and Code Club (computer programming). This year our Performing Arts teacher, supported by
many staff and community members, produced and performed a musical, Aladdin Trouble, with 4 sessions held at the
Goodwood Institute.
Susan Close, Education Minister, and Jay Weatherill, Premier, launched a media release to promote the bilingual French
school, and Madame and students entertained guests from the Submarine corp. in French language and culture.
EPS is committed to healthy lifestyles through sports and activity programs, healthy eating and environmental sustainability.
Action teams run a successful recycling programme and Kesab carried out a waste Audit. Parents are very active in coaching,
umpiring and attending after school sports.
A specific focus this year was placed upon Inquiry pedagogies that included the Walker Learning Approach (WLA) for our
Junior Primary students, and developing Middle Years pedagogies. Growth mindsets were explored with James Anderson and
staff have developed Learner Powers, to embed disposition learning in the curriculum. Year 6/7 classes ran a STEM
programme in conjunction with a local engineering firm, Fulton Hogan. This was supported by ASMS and was a showcase at
the annual state Science Conference.

Governing Council Report
At the end of Term 1 we farewelled Suzanne Clark as Principal after 5 years, and acknowledged the many initiatives she set up
during her tenure. She took long service leave for the remainder of 2016, and Kathy Papps was appointed acting Principal.
Vicky Bashford won the role of acting Deputy Principal.
The Edwardstown Primary School Council is proud of the many important projects that were completed in 2016 to improve the
schools facilities and which support learning and development both in and out of the classroom. Council sub-committees who
worked hard to achieve these included Finance, Sport, School Improvements and Grounds, Fundraising, Strawberry Fair,
OSHC and Canteen. The staff and students of EPS now enjoy the new primary school playground which has received rave
reviews from EPS students, working bees have seen the addition of new plants and trees, and we have experienced another
successful year raising money to support many of these projects and those planned for 2017, including another highly
successful Strawberry Fair.
Regular School Council meetings had a high attendance of over 20 representatives, and Staff ran sessions on STEM, Walker
Learning Investigations, French as a LOTE curriculum, and other relevant learning topics. The input in class happenings across
R-7 from teachers Alex Hatzi and Toni Hall gave us an insight into current pedagogies and class programs. A highlight was
Christie Evans, Year 6/7 teacher, who explained the STEM project undertaken in conjunction with Fulton Hogan to solve a real
life problem related to water diversion of the River Murray. She presented a video clip which was filmed by DECD Learning
team and used across the state to promote this innovative learning approach. Another meeting was held in the 6/7 unit to see
changes to class setups allowing for flexible learning spaces and team teaching, preparing students for transition to High
schools.
I would like to sincerely thank my fellow council members for their ongoing dedication to Edwardstown Primary school and the
many hours they spend on helping to make this a great school. I would also like to acknowledge and thank those who have
retired from council this year. It’s been a pleasure to welcome many new members this year who have brought with them fresh
ideas and valuable skills which council and EPS has and will continue to benefit from.
We should be all be proud of our school and our achievements during 2016.
Kate Bishop
School Council Chairperson
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Improvement Planning and Outcomes
2016 saw many actions implemented from our Site Improvement Plan. This plan encompasses projected technological and
employment needs of future years. After broad consultation with School Council and staff our over-arching priority became:
“Working together as powerful and expert learners for now and the future.”
This priority involves a focus on three specific areas; Pedagogy, Curriculum and Achievement. The plan is a holistic approach
to school improvement and is based on developing in children a growth mind-set and higher order thinking skills. We refined the
plan in term 2 with a new leadership team and developed an Action Plan, which allows for specific targets in a 12 month period.
This plan was developed with staff and is regularly referred to and updated.

Professional Learning Teams (PLTs)
One of the major means of developing powerful and expert learners is the establishment of high and consistent expectations
through the enhancement of teacher professional learning teams. This involved teachers in each section of the school working
and planning together to deepen their pedagogical learning through discussions, observations of peers and deconstruction of
student data sets. As a partnership we undertook collaborative moderation in Maths and worked with colleagues from local
schools.
We continued using a teacher model / mentor for Maths after Bernie O’Connor’s success in working with teachers. This year
Bernie planned with teachers, modeled lessons and shared ‘next steps’ for children’s learning. Our school mentoring approach
was showcased at our Partnership review in Term 1 across Mitcham Plains partnership and was acknowledged as a successful
approach to improve teaching, and student growth.
Teachers have committed to the EPS Numeracy Agreement and schedules of explicit teaching of year level specific strategies
and three part lessons (tuning in, problematising / strategy teaching, and reflections). We modified the Partnership Literacy
Agreement specific to our school, with emphasis on Jolly Phonics/Grammar and Guided Reading R-7.
Staff planned Inquiry units and developed a school Scope and Sequence with support from Sue Gaardboe, AC coordinator.
Year 6/7 teachers refined the HASS units to allow for skills teaching specific to year level outcomes. Each term PLTs provided
inquiry units for their students, with a focus on Geography, History, Science and Health.
Kath Murdoch Inquiry formed the basis of our work on Dispositions, and after extensive reading and discussion using Guy
Claxton and Hattie research (and staff, parents and student induction) , we adopted her 5 learner assets as the Learner Powers
we will teach across the school: Communicators, Collaborators, Self Managers, Thinkers and Researchers.
Reception teachers implemented Walker Learning Approach to a high level throughout the year. Year 1 & 2 teachers came on
board and provided a workshop to parents and School Council to explain the philosophy of the Investigation approach to
learning.
Professional development in AC Technology focused on digital technologies, and Sue Gaardboe modeled digital lessons
across R-7. She applied for and won a Specialist school Grant of $50,000, and a highlight was a Digital Technologies in the
Classroom conference attended by all classroom teachers in Melbourne. Teachers buddied up and explored maker space,
WeDo Lego, Beebots, Coding and genius hour, and shared their knowledge at staff meetings.
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Performance Summary
NAPLAN Proficiency
The percentage of non-exempt students enrolled in the school at the time of NAPLAN testing, who have
demonstrated achievement in NAPLAN proficiency bands above the National Minimum Standard for Reading
and Numeracy (DECD SEA). The Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) is defined as children and young
people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

Reading

Data Source: DECD special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings, September
2016.*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less
than six across all cohorts.

Numeracy

Data Source: DECD special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings, September
2016.*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less
than six across all cohorts.
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NAPLAN Progress
The data below represents the growth of students from 2014 to 2016 in the NAPLAN test relative to students
with the same original score, presented in quartiles.

Reading
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

State (average)

Lower progress group

11%

14%

25%

Middle progress group

58%

57%

50%

Upper progress group

31%

29%

25%

Data Source: DECD special extract from Student DataWarehouse, September 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. Due to rounding of percentages, data may not add up to
100%.

Numeracy
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

State (average)

Lower progress group

11%

10%

25%

Middle progress group

51%

60%

50%

Upper progress group

38%

30%

25%

Data Source: DECD special extract from Student DataWarehouse, September 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. Due to rounding of percentages, data may not add up to
100%.

NAPLAN Upper Two Bands Achievement
This measure shows the number of non-exempt students enrolled at the time of NAPLAN testing who have demonstrated
achievement in the relevant NAPLAN higher bands.

No. of students who sat No. of students achieving in % of students achieving in
the test
the upper two bands
the upper two bands**
Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Year 3 2016

70

70

33

21

47%

30%

Year 3 2014-16 Average

52.7

52.7

27.7

16.7

53%

32%

Year 5 2016

45

45

17

14

38%

31%

Year 5 2014-16 Average

37.0

37.0

13.0

8.3

35%

23%

Year 7 2016

31

31

10

3

32%

10%

Year 7 2014-16 Average

36.0

36.0

12.7

5.3

35%

15%

Data Source: DECD special extract from NAPLAN SA TAA data holdings, August 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort.
**NOTE: Percentages have been rounded off to the nearest whole number.
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School Performance Comment
NAPLAN results from Years 3-5 and 5-7 showed strong growth in both Reading and Numeracy, with almost 90% of students in
both cohorts making middle or upper growth from their previous result, compared to the state average of 75%. This is attributed
to the focus on consistent, explicit teaching of Natural Maths strategies across the school, and Jolly Phonics used as a basis for
teaching Reading, R-5. Teachers analyzed previous results at the beginning of the year, and focused on areas of weakness to
provide a team approach to improvement. Better schools funding was used to provide training and development for teachers
needing Jolly Phonics training, and Bernie O'Connor was released to work in classrooms to model rigour and stretch in Maths.
The Partnership focus on Collaborative Moderation enabled conversations with like schools to moderate pieces of work, and
initiate strategies to allow students to move into Upper bands. This work will continue with more depth in 2017.
Anne Pillman, our SLIPPS support, ran a series of workshops where we reviewed school results with like Category 6 schools,
and were surprised to find we are still performing below average. While our Year 7 students showed growth, that particular
cohort of students' results were poor. It is noted that 5 of our 30 Year 7 students were NEPs or International students, and there
should be stronger results next year. Transforming tasks, where teachers ran a series of lessons, providing the same content
but involving problem solving and higher order thinking, challenged our teachers as well as our students, and we are fortunate
to be able to continue this work with Anne in 2017.
PAT Maths and Reading tests results confirmed the upper band students and those struggling, and we used these results as a
basis for Intervention support with Quicksmart Maths and Reading. There was discrepancy across Year 2-3, and staff have
asked to test students in February as well when we can collect base data, analyse strengths and weaknesses, and be very
specific about support and teaching and learning in areas of need. This will also provide specific data on the effectiveness of
teachers and may provide a competitive edge.
Running Record results showed improved scores this year, and our Year 1s particularly accelerated many levels. All but 2
children have progressed above level 5, and the marked growth is due to Levelled Literacy Intervention, Gail Gillon Phonetic
awareness support and explicit teaching of Jolly Phonics. Early screening of students at risk was possible from our Early Years
Literacy Improvement Strategy budget.

Attendance
Year level

2014

2015

2016

Reception

92.0%

92.9%

92.5%

Year 01

92.3%

92.1%

94.8%

Year 02

91.7%

91.0%

93.5%

Year 03

92.1%

90.9%

93.9%

Year 04

92.8%

91.8%

91.2%

Year 05

91.6%

94.7%

92.3%

Year 06

92.6%

90.1%

93.7%

Year 07

94.1%

92.8%

93.0%

Primary Other

80.0%

80.2%

Total

92.3%

91.9%

Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System, Semester 1 Attendance.
Note: A blank cell indicates there were no students enrolled.

93.2%
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Attendance Comment
Our data shows that attendance has improved across the school in 2016. We have continued to refine the accountability
process for student absences and teachers have been following up directly with parents/caregivers when a student is absent.
We still have 3 chronic non-attenders, with one student going interstate for second semester, which was reported to the
attendance officer (Katelyn Watts). The other 2 students were regularly followed up by office staff. We have one family who live
a considerable distance from school and often have absences due to family reasons, they are transferring.

Behaviour Management Comment
Our students are generally well behaved. Only 2 students were suspended and one child frequently "taken home" for disruptive
behavior due to not taking ADHD medication. There has been a focus on cyber-safety with our senior students and a session
run by an officer from the Sturt Police station reinforced the responsibilities of students aged 10 and above. The Middle Years
Index was completed by our Year 6 & 7 students and showed high levels of connectedness and engagement with teachers.
This survey presented useful information about many aspects of children’s lives in this difficult pre-adolescent stage and
reported that our proportion of students in the lower bands were less than the state average. We have also focused on
unpacking dispositions.

Client Opinion Summary
We value staff, parents and student feedback in shaping future school directions, and have gained positive results overall.
Staff participated in the DECD Climate Survey, and results were extremely positive, showing trends well above partnership.
100% of staff indicated they understand priorities and outcomes of our site, and we plan for long term challenges. All staff
believe there is a culture that emphasizes excellence and continuous improvement. They are motivated to deliver the best
outcomes they can, and believe all staff are treated with respect regardless of their job. They agree their line manager provides
open and constructive feedback in 1:1 performance discussions, and understand work, health and safety responsibilities.
Less parents than previously completed the Parent Opinion survey, and this may be due to the later timing.
There were very positive overall results with four aspects of the survey showing approval levels of 4.5. These included teachers
having high expectations of students and parents having good access to teachers about student matters. Results were very
similar to last year, with 90% of parents agree or strongly agree that teachers expect their child to do their best, and their child
likes being at school. 94% believe the school is well maintained, and most believe their child feels safe at school. This is
consistent with our MDI results where students unanimously indicated they felt connected with adults at school. Parents
commented on the benefits of self-reflections in Reports, and favour the use of emails by teachers to regularly communicate
school expectations.
Year 3-7 students were surveyed and responded enthusiastically to the Year 6/7 unit, with flexible learning spaces and
independent learning options, including Bring Your Own Device. Students believe this style of learning and the support of
progressive teachers has prepared them well for High school. They felt challenged by the STEM project, and commented on
the deeper, problem based learning that took place. Most students mentioned Maths as the curriculum area which they felt they
had shown growth, and named Bernie O'Connor as a teacher who set high expectations, provided rigor and made them think.
Several middle Primary students mentioned Visual Arts wasn't taught regularly, while digital technologies gives them
opportunities to be creative. They commented on the varied behavioural expectations in specialist curriculum lessons.
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Intended Destination
School
Leave Reason

Number

%

Employment

0

NA

Interstate/Overseas

9

11.7%

Other

0

NA

Seeking Employment

0

NA

Tertiary/TAFE/Training

0

NA

Transfer to Non-Govt School

7

9.1%

Transfer to SA Govt School

61

79.2%

Unknown

0

NA

Unknown (TG - Not Found)

0

NA

Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS) Data extract Term 4 2016.

DECD Relevant History Screening
A data base for DECD RHSS has worked well and all volunteers and paid workers at EPS have had their criminal history
screening (working with children) sighted and recorded. All Councilors, coaches, classroom volunteers and regular visitors
have been appropriately screened. In 2016 this became an on line process which has streamlined the process and enabled a
more timely response. RAN training for volunteers was held in term 3 and was well attended. We continue to be vigilant with
this process.
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Teacher Qualifications and Workforce Composition
All teachers at this school are qualified and registered with the SA Teachers Registration Board.
Qualification Level

Number of Qualifications

Bachelor Degrees or Diplomas

36

Post Graduate Qualifications

7

Data Source: DECD HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 4 2016.

Please note: Staff who have more than 1 qualification will be counted more than once in the above qualification
table. Therefore the total number of staff by qualification type may be more than the total number of teaching
staff.

Workforce Composition including Indigenous staff
Teaching Staff

Non-Teaching Staff

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

0.0

20.5

0.2

8.5

0

23

1

12

Full-Time Equivalents
Persons

Data Source: DECD HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 4 2016.

Financial Statement
Funding Source

Amount

Grants: State

50,000.00

Grants: Commonwealth

15,581.00

Parent Contributions

219,758.00

Fund Raising

82,743.00

Other
Data Source: Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS).

2016 School Annual Report: Tier 2 Funding Report*
*Tier 2 funding provides additional resources to support students who are unlikely to obtain the desired outcomes without further support.

Tier 2 Funding
Section

Tier 2 Category (where applicable
to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant Outcomes achieved or progress
Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) outcomes
towards these outcomes

Improved Behaviour Management and Behaviour Coach supported our ASHD student with funding for SSO time which was
used for 1:1 class support
Engagement
Targeted Funding for
Individual Students

Improved Outcomes for Students with N/A
an Additional Language or Dialect
Improved Outcomes for Students with Year 7 students were supported with transition to High school and regular Reading
support. ASD students received social support and all other NEP students received
Disabilities
regular intervention programmes including Quicksmart/LLI

Improved Outcomes for
- Rural & Isolated Students
- Aboriginal Students
- Numeracy and Literacy
Targeted Funding for
Groups of Students

Program Funding for
all Students

Other Discretionary
Funding

Increased time spent in class and
learning goals reached

Two I level applications successful.
Smooth transition to High school for 3
NEPs

Aboriginal students worked with ACEO and given regular class support with Reading
and Maths programmes. Engagement and attendance strategies were a priority.

Tracked students through GTOT growth shown in testing and
attendance.

Hindi .2 was shared with Westbourne Park PS and VG provided language support
across 2 schools. Greek language was provided by Georgia, our EALD teacher.

Oral & written language skills
transferred to mainstream class.

Digital technologies was a focus for our SIP and modelled lessons provided in service
for teachers and new learning for students.
Collaborative moderation in partnership allowed teachers to assess, analyse and
transform tasks in Mathematics.
Inquiry scope and sequence R-7 finalised

Scope & sequence

Aboriginal Languages Programs
Initiatives

N/A

N/A

Better Schools Funding

These programs include: Phonological Awareness (Reception), Leveled Literacy
Intervention (Years 1 to 3), Quicksmart Literacy (Years 4 to 7) and Quicksmart Maths
(Years 4 to 7).

Running record results above state
benchmark. >50% growth in Naplan
data

Specialist School Reporting (as
required)

A grant was used to implement digital technologies in classrooms and all teachers
attended a conference in Melbourne and followed through with purchase of resources.

High level skills including coding,
maker space and genius hours evident

Improved Outcomes for Gifted
Students

N/A

N/A

Primary School Counsellor (if
applicable)

Time was provided to our Pastoral care worker to supplement her hours and the DP
played a major role in social skills programmes.

Reduction in student suspensions and
improved attendance

First Language Maintenance &
Development
Students taking Alternative Pathways
Students with Learning Difficulties
Grant
Australian Curriculum

